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A result for the existence of a positive solution to a nonlinear integral equation
is proved using the monotone iterative technique and an application in the
mathematical theory of water percolation phenomena is given. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1
Let us consider the nonlinear integral equation
t t
u t s L t q M t , s u s ds q K t , s g u s ds, t G 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
 .  .  .  .where M, K g C R = R , R , L, g g C R , R with L t g t ) 0 forq q q q q
t ) 0 and g nondecreasing on R . We are looking for solutions u gq
 .  .  .C R , R of Eq. 1 with u t ) 0 for t ) 0.q q
 .Let us introduce the class R of nondecreasing functions w g C R , Rq q
 . `   ..with w t ) 0 for t ) 0 and H dsrw s s `.1
 .  .THEOREM. If g g R then Eq. 1 has a solution u g C R , R withq q
 .u t ) 0 for t ) 0 and this solution may be obtained by successi¨ e approxi-
mations starting with the identical zero function.
 .  .Proof. We consider the operator O: C R , R ª C R , R definedq q q q
by
t t
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 .where C R , R is endowed with the topology of uniform convergenceq q
on compact subintervals of R .q
 .Let u t s 0, t g R , and define for n G 0,0 q
u t s Ou t , t g R . 2 .  .  .nq1 n q
  .4It is easy to verify by recurrence that u t is an increasing sequencen nG 0
for any t g R .q
Let T ) 0 be fixed and choose A ) 0 such that
sup L t F A , sup M t , s , K t , s F A. 4  4 .  .  .
w x 0FsFtFTtg 0, T
 w x. `    ...Since g g R we have see 2 that H dsr s q g s s ` so that the1
function
dst
G: A , ` ª 0, ` , G t s ,. .  . H s q g s .A
 . y1 . w xis strictly increasing and onto. We define a t s G At for t g 0, T .
Let us show that for any n G 0 we have
w xu t F a t , t g 0, T . 3 .  .  .n
This is clearly true for n s 0. Assume it is true for n G 0 and let us
prove it for n q 1. We have that
t
u t F A q A u s q g u s ds .  .  . .Hnq1 n n
0
t
F A q A a s q g a s ds .  . .H
0
w xs a t , t g 0, T , .
 .the last equality being true by the way we defined a t , 0 F t F T.
  .4 w x  .The monotonicity of u t on 0, T and relation 3 enable us ton nG 0
 .  . w xdefine u t s lim u t , t g 0, T .nª` n
Letting n ª ` in the relation
w xu t s Ou t , t g 0, T , .  .nq1 n
we deduce by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that
t t w xu t s L t q M t , s u s ds q K t , s g u s ds, t g 0, T , .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
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 . 1w x   .. 1w xand u t g L 0, T , g u t g L 0, T so that, by the previous relation, we
 . w x  . w xhave that u t g C 0, T is a solution of 1 on 0, T . By Dini's theorem
 w x.   .4  . w xsee 4 we obtain that u t converges uniformly to u t on 0, T .n nG 0
 .  .Now, T ) 0 being arbitrary, we conclude that u t s lim u t is anª` n
 .  .solution of 1 on R . Due to the assumption L t ) 0 for t ) 0 we haveq
 .that u t ) 0 for t ) 0 and the proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. The condition g g R is suggested by the following observa-
 .  .  .tion: if L t s L ) 0 for t g R , M t, s s 0 for s, t g R = R ,0 q q q
 .  .  .K t, s s K ) 0 for t, s g R = R , and g g C R , R is such that0 q q q q
 .  w x.g t ) 0 for t ) 0 then see 2 the necessary and sufficient condition for
 . `1 to have a solution on R for any choice of L ) 0 is that Hq 0 1
  ..dsrg s s `.
2
Describing the infiltration of a fluid from a cylindrical reservoir into an
 w x.isotropic homogeneous porous medium in the Boussinesq model see 1 ,
 w x.we are led to the nonlinear integral equation. see also 5
t2¨ t s L t q K t y s ¨ s ds, t g R , 4 .  .  .  .  .H q
0
where K and L are known nonnegative smooth functions depending on
physical parameters. The unknown function ¨ denotes the height of the
percolating fluid above the horizontal base, multiplied by a positive factor.
For this reason, from the physical point of view, nonnegative solutions of
 .1 are most interesting.
1 .  .PROPOSITION. Assume that L g C R , R is such that L9 0 / 0 andq q
 .  .  .L t ) 0 for t ) 0. Then Eq. 4 has a unique solution ¨ g C R , R suchq q
 .that ¨ t ) 0 for t ) 0 and this solution may be obtained by successi¨ e
approximations starting with the identical zero function.
Proof. The existence part is a consequence of our theorem letting
2 ’ .  .  .  .  .u t s ¨ t , we transform 4 into an equation of type 1 with g t s t
.for t g R .q
In order to prove the uniqueness of the solution, assume the existence
 .of a second solution w g C R , R and letq q
< <z t s ¨ t y w t , t g R . .  .  . q
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  .4If B s sup K t , the relationst gw0, 1x
t2 2¨ t y w t s K t y s ¨ s y w s ds, 0 F t F 1, .  .  .  .  .H
0
’¨ t , w t G L t , 0 F t F 1, .  .  .
imply
B t
z t F z s ds, 0 F t F 1. .  .H’2 L t 0 .
1 . w x’Since L9 0 / 0 implies that 1r L t g L 0, 1 , an application of .
 w x.  .Gronwall's lemma see 6 enables us to deduce that z t s 0 for 0 F t F 1.
w xClearly the argument can be repeated on any interval 0, n with n g N
and so the solution is unique.
 . w xEquation 4 was also considered in 5 under the assumption that the
’ .  . w xfunction t ª L t r t is nondecreasing and convex on 0, ` and in 3
 .under the assumption that L t s L ) 0 for t g R and that K g0 q
1 .C R , R is nondecreasing. It is easy to see that our propositionq q
w x w ximproves the result in 3 and covers cases where the results from 5 are
not applicable.
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